Contrast-enhanced breath-hold three-dimensional magnetic resonance angiography in the evaluation of renal arteries: optimization of technique and pitfalls.
The authors describe the optimization of a contrast-enhanced, breath-held, three-dimensional magnetic resonance angiography (CE-BH-3DMRA) technique in the assessment of the renal arteries and compare its utility with conventional x-ray angiography (XRA). Signal optimization using specific pulse sequence parameters was based on the patient's circulatory conditions, injection rate, and pulse sequence timing. Fifty-one patients (27 M, 24 F; mean age 69.7 years) were evaluated with CE-BH-3DMRA and XRA. All patients had an MR angiogram 3 months either before or after XRA. A test bolus study was performed for accurate assessment of transit time in each patient. A total of 51 patients (115 vessels) were studied in which the sensitivity and specificity for all renal artery stenoses including the proximal and mid-renal arterial segments were 96% and 92%, respectively. In-stent stenosis could only be diagnosed by quantifying flow beyond the stent using an additional triggered phase contrast cine pulse sequence. A total of 11 accessory renal arteries were correctly identified. In addition, fibromuscular dysplasia in two patients and stents in three patients were correctly identified on MRA. J. Magn. Reson. Imaging 2000;12:912-923.